Cosby Verdict is Landmark for Survivors

Jury decision followed testimony from several Cosby victims, as urged in RAINN's amicus brief.

Google and RAINN Expand Partnership to Help Survivors

Google's Me Too Rising tool features RAINN's National Sexual Assault Hotline as the go-to resource for survivors.

Mother of Survivor Shares Wisdom for Loved Ones

Lisa Gray talks about the effects sexual violence has on loved ones of survivors.
April Was a Busy Month
RAINN led awareness and prevention efforts across the nation to recognize Sexual Assault Awareness and Prevention Month.

May is Mental Health Awareness Month
Read more about the effects of trauma on mental health and how you can support survivors.

Thank You
RAINN appreciates everyone who donated to help survivors during our April Match Campaign.
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differentiated this trial from the last Cosby trial was that the court allowed testimony from additional victims."

reporting and seeking justice helped them recover and regain a sense of control over their lives."

"is communication...we have the right to give and take away our consent at any time."

- Scott Berkowitz
- Sara McGovern
- Kati Lake
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